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THE BONDED BRIDGE
There are many ways to replace missing teeth and they all have advantages and disadvantages. Probably the approach
generating most interest amongst dentists at the moment is the use of implants. These are what the public call ‘screw-in
teeth’ and, as the name implies they are implanted directly into the jaw. Implants are highly successful when performed
by specialists but are very expensive and invasive. They require bone surgery and usually take three to six months to
complete.
Interestingly, while many dentists are promoting implants, very few are actually having them done personally, probably
because of the surgery.
A more traditional approach involves bridge work, where neighbouring teeth on either side of the gap are prepared for
crowns. With the help of a laboratory a porcelain tooth replaces the missing one, supported on either side by crowns or
caps, just like the Sydney Harbour Bridge is supported by the towers at each end. This technique is well proven but it
requires a great deal of drilling, runs a small risk of pulp damage and is not inexpensive.

HOW IS IT DONE?
Replacing teeth at the back of the mouth is sometimes a little more challenging, because of the
heavier bite. Here is a typical example.
Imagine a missing lower molar. The tooth behind
has tilted over, has an old amalgam filling but is
only making partial contact with the top tooth.

ADHESION IS THE ANSWER
A simpler way of replacing a tooth is with a bonded bridge.
Bonding means adhering or gluing. Every time dentist places a
white composite filling, he or she bonds it into place. Unlike the
old amalgam fillings, which were only retained by undercutting,
white fillings fuse to the enamel.
The strength of the adhesion is high; an area half the size of a
postage stamp is enough to support a man’s weight.
Usually composite is used to fill the inside of a tooth, such as
with a cavity, but it can also be placed on the surface. Dark
front teeth can have composite facings placed over the front to
change their colour and shape. It is also possible to bond
composite to the side of a tooth, adjacent to a gap, and fill in the
space.
Bonded bridges can readily fill gaps at the front of the mouth.
No drilling is required and the enamel simply has to be prepared
with a thorough cleaning and application of chemicals.

The dentist removes the filling, paints on adhesives
and positions white ceramic supporting posts, extending from the cavity into the gap. Composite
filling is placed and contoured into the shape of a
new tooth.
The material is then hardened using the blue light
and polished to a high lustre.

THE BOTTOM LINE
The technique is not perfect. Over time the replacement does require an occasional polish and
the bridge is not nearly as strong asa conventional
metal and porcelain bridge.
A small percentage have been known to fracture,
especially when the span is over long and there is
a grinding habit.
On the other hand, placing a bonded bridge still
leaves the option of using a more aggressive, invasive treatment at a later date.
Above all the approach is minimal - hardly any
enamel is drilled and the cost is only that of about
three fillings. Within an hour a new tooth is added.
Check our website www.mansfielddentis.com.au
for lots of before-and-after photos.

GOBBLIGOOP
I was amazed recently to hear an advertisement for organic mineral water. I
was not sure if this was the one grown without artificial fertilizers. Or maybe
it was the water with the little bits or organic matter floating on the surface?
Fine sounding gobbligoop is all about sounding good without actually saying
anything – it is like a birthday present with nothing inside. Lately it is even
creeping into dentistry.
There are now seminars for something called Patient Centered Dentistry. What
other sort is there? Investment Portfolio Dentistry springs to mind…
The Journal of International Dentistry last month ran an article on cosmetic
crowns. It concluded “ Care should be taken to evaluate the patient’s age, gender
and anticipated expectations.”
It is difficult to imagine a dentist getting most of this wrong, but if a short sighted, hard-of-hearing dentist
does get confused it should not cause too much disappointment.
It seems most patients do not really have any expectations. Only anticipated expectations.

ROOT FILLINGS
Root fillings, or neeerrve canals, as the Americans
like to call them, suffer a really bad press. Everyone
knows they are supposed to be very, very painful.
Actually anything in dentistry can be painful if
the anaesthesia is inadequate. On the other hand,
if the dentist gives a good injection absolutely
nothing should hurt, including root fillings.
The main challenge has always been they take time
because a few procedures need to be done thoroughly.
In some ways root fillings are very straightforward.
When the pulp, or nerve, at the centre of the tooth
becomes infected because of bacterial growth,
pressure builds up as bugs multiply. Rather than
extract the tooth the pulp must be removed and
the canal space disinfected.
Once the canals are clean of all debris and
bacteria, they are filled and sealed with rubbery
gutta percha to prevent bacteria ever again using
the tooth as a breeding ground.
Traditionally dentists cleaned the canals slowly,
worked their instruments manually, with the fingers.
Even those cleaning files that were mechanised could
only oscillate back and forth.
Cleaning was inefficient and one of the reasons root
fillings always took so long to complete.

Dentists always assumed
that if the metal files rotated
3600 they would spin down the
canal and fracture.
Recently all that has changed.
The files are now made of
strong, flexible nickel titanium.
They certainly do rotate and are
driven by motors where the
dentist determines the particular speed and torque.
Gutta percha
These motors have electronic replaces the pulp
sensors, which detect when the in the root canal
torque is exceeded.
Before the files can jam the action is immediately
reversed so they spin out of the canal, rather than into it.
This technology does not produce better root fillings
but it certainly makes them faster and simpler.
The cleaning is virtually automated.
Not only does it clean more quickly, it shapes the
canals to a convenient taper, so the rubbery filling
points are wedged into position more efficiently,
ensuring a more reliable seal at the tip of the tooth.
Dentists are more relaxed and the patients report
more comfort and less vibration. Easier all round…

THE MULTIVERSE
After devising the Big Bang model for the origin of the universe, scientists are
now expressing amazement that the universe is so fine tuned to actually work.
Prof. Paul Davies sees this as a ‘set up job’ and evidence of a designer God.
Others believe there must simply be a multitude of different universes.
At a conference recently, physicist Martin Reeves stated he was so sure of the
existence of a multiverse, he was prepared to bet the life of his dog on it.
Andrei Linde went one further and bet his own life. Prof. Steven Weinberg had
the final say. ‘As for me, I have enough confidence in the multiverse to bet the
lives of both Andrei Linde and Martin Rees’ dog.’ Wow, that is conviction!

CHILDRENS’ TEETH
Children should grow up never suffering tooth decay. It is not a matter of being born with good teeth but
rather how they are cared for.
Diet is one important factor. Everyone knows that sweets and cakes can damage teeth but biscuits and chips
are almost as bad. However, rather than telling kiddies what they should not eat, it makes
more
sense for parents to put the emphasis on the yummy foods that should be eaten.
Fruit and nuts are great healthy snacks and children can develop quite a liking if they
are encouraged. Cheese will not only help growing bones but also harden teeth by
putting calcium into their surface.
Teeth should be cleaned regularly as soon as they erupt even if initially with just a
clean damp cloth. Probably the best way to clean young baby teeth, though, is
with regular Tooth Mousse. This is not really a toothpaste but, being derived from dairy products, it will strengthen enamel and help prevent decay.
Mousse can actually be used to prevent cavities right up through adolescence by
simply applying it with a finger.
Toothpastes should be avoided before two years of age because toddlers do not
know how to spit out properly. Most pastes contain fluoride, which can be highly
beneficial, except when ingested by growing infants. Between the ages of two and five a small amount of low
fluoride children’s paste should be used.
The idea of a ‘first dental appointment’ is rather formal and scary. Instead, children should be introduced to
the dental clinic when parents have check-ups. They can play on the floor and, when the opportunity arises,
have a ride up and down on the dental chair and have their teeth looked at.

WORLD BEATER
In our last Dental Update I wrote that Australian captain Ricky Ponting had hit 32 centuries and led the team
to 22 victories out of a total of 30 Tests.
The newsletter came out in late 2006 and within a couple of days I received a phone call from Ricky’s manager, Sam
Halverson, chipping me for not getting the details right.
Within the weeks between writing and publishing, Ricky
had gone and scored two more Test centuries and the
Aussies won as many matches. The newsletter was now out
of date!
The Australian Cricket Team went on to regain the Ashes
and win the series five nil. Subsequently the Aussies
triumphed again, decisively winning the World Cup one day
series in the Caribbean. After a brief hiccup they are again
ranked the top team in the world.
When I treated Ricky Ponting in the period leading to the
Ashes last year he looked like a man on a mission, with the
eye of the tiger. Subsequently he and his team mates
achieved all they set out to do and more.
When we saw him a few weeks back he appeared relaxed and at peace with the world. At least until the next
Test series…

A CLEANING HINT
It is always hard to keep the back teeth clean because
there is so little room back there. One would think it would
help to open up wide, but this only makes things worse
since the lips and cheeks tighten up.
Instead close together somewhat. The muscles will relax
and it will be a whole lot easier to move the brush freely.

FERRARI CALIFORNIA

The world has a new super car to fantasise about. Age
motoring journalist, Joshua Dowling, writes that the
Ferrari California is the first of its type with an
automatic transmission and a practical folding metal
roof but is still faster to 100km/h than its big brother
F430. Yet, although the car is incredibly fast, it is
capable of dawdling through peak hour traffic.
“It is a weird feeling. Because it is a Ferrari and because
of the way it looks, you expect to be thrown around the
cabin and have your heart in your mouth the whole
time. But driving this thing is as simple as brushing
your teeth.”
This is nice to hear and when my Tattslotto numbers come up I will be sure to order one. But I am not so
convinced that either driving or toothbrushing are all that terribly simple. Obviously this is especially so
when done at the same time.
You see some strange sights on the Nepean Highway. There are drivers reading newspapers, women doing
their eyelashes and men shaving, but the other day I noticed a lady actually cleaning her teeth! Needless to
say she was not doing a particularly good job - of either the driving or the brushing.
It was all rather distressing. I worried about the plaque buildup and felt sorry for her next dentist. Most of all
though I felt sorry for the neighbouring motorists when she came to rinse out.

THE FROG IN THE POT
(Do not try this at home!)

BOND, DENTAL BOND

Dental bonding has been
around almost as long as
People often have trouble understanding how a tooth can
007, but lately it has
have decay, or even an abscess, without actually hurting.
become quite sophisticated.
In fact it really is surprising – small cavities and early
These days it is so strong,
infections can lead to terrible pain while large ones
the bonding a dentist does
regularly sit there dormant without any tenderness.
to half a tooth is capable of
Often they only show up on X rays.
supporting a man’s weight.
What determines whether symptoms develop seems to be
Even ‘Q’ would be proud
not the size of the lesion but its rate of growth.
of that achievement.
A large, slow growing cavity stimulates the nerve to shrink Probably the biggest advance are not so much in
back and avoid the advancing bacteria.
the adhesives, but in the white composite resins being
bonded.
A nasty abscess growing by increments forces the
surrounding jaw bone to resorb around it and there is no
Their range is now as varied and versatile as the jobs
obvious pressure build up. In both cases there may not be
they are asked to do, particularly on the front teeth.
any hint of trouble until its too late and the complications
When incisors are discoloured and dark, composite
are massive and painful.
facings can give them a brand new surface.
It is a little like the frog-in-the-pot If the front teeth are tucked in and crowded, facings can
experiment. If you throw a frog in build them out into the correct position, mimicking the
a pot of boiling water it will
results of orthodontic treatment.
immediately jump out, given half a
To produce a natural appearance, the resins are applied
chance.
in layers, like the structure of a real tooth. If it is
Conversely if you gently place
necessary to covert up dark enamel, the initial underyour poor unsuspecting frog in
coat consists of an opaque masking agent, similar to
some cold water and gradually
Liquid Paper.
heat it up, the frog will bask there Subsequent layers have only moderate opacity, but are
contentedly until it finally
designed to absorb the reflected light of the adjacent
croaks.
teeth and blend in for a ‘chameleon effect’. The final
layer is translucent, highly polished and shiny.
You will then have a fine dish of French frog’s legs but
possibly suffer bad karma in another life time.
If James Bond’s old sparring partner, Jaws, had known
about dental bonding he would not have needed those
There are two morals. Firstly, treat dental problems early
terrible metal crowns on his front teeth.
and secondly, always check the thermostat on the jacuzzi.

